
X8068 SL

      Versatile X-ray System with  
    State-of-the-Art Inline Handling  
          of Heavy Objects

AXI



Strong, Precise, Reliable

Flexible, fully automated inspection 
of large, heavy products on 

workpiece carriers

With the growing importance of reliable electronics in areas such as electro-
mobility and renewable energy, inline inspection is faced with new 
challenges that require a special, technologically mature solution for 
handling as well as for imaging. The X8068 SL meets precisely these 
requirements in a form tailored specifically to customers‘ needs, joining 
Viscom‘s wide range of X-ray inspection solutions. These include ultra-fast 
inline systems (3D AXI) for the inspection of sophisticated, complex printed 
circuit boards as well as versatile manual inspection systems (3D MXI) with 
outstanding high-performance microfocus X-ray technology. 

Coil with plane solder 
joints

Push-in connector: 
THT solders of pins

Chip with connectors 
and wires

PCB track and PCB 
distinctly separated

Designed and built for seamless 
integration into in-line production

Optimal handling times thanks to 
an intelligent loading concept

Powerful X-ray technology for 
permanently best radiance

Ideal for inspecting electronics 
and assembly controls

Standard version designed for 
products weighing up to 15 kg

Also usable as a manual 
X-ray inspection system

Many options for  
system customization

Capable of MES connections for a 
smart production management

Worldwide service, hotline 
support and remote maintenance



X-ray inspection for special requirements 
of electromobility and renewable energies

The X8068 SL system from Viscom is an excellent choice, particularly when solid 
objects or larger PCBs must be subjected to a fully automated, high-precision 

X-ray inspection. Outstanding inspection depth and detail recognition are 
paired with the advantages of intelligent handling perfectly suited to the task. 

For example, component positions and connections such as large-ar-
ea soldering or THT solder joints can be inspected. As part of an as-

sembly check on the other hand, e.g., the integration of the elec-
tronic assembly with other components, such as actuators and 

energy stores, can be controlled. The entire product can be located 
in a robust housing.

The standard version of the machine was designed to inspect 
differently shaped objects weighing up to 15 kg (33 lbs). 
For this purpose, the products are transported on special 
carriers measuring up to 40 cm x 40 cm (15.7” x 15.7”). 
To ensure optimal handling, this also facilitates placement 
of multiple smaller, not yet installed assemblies on one 
carrier. 

Among other things, the X8068 SL meets requirements 
from various segments of the power electronics sector, 
where electrical energy needs to be converted quickly and 
with minimal losses. Inspectable objects include invert-
ers, DC-DC converters, and battery modules with 
their control and charging electronics as well as the wide 
variety of different control devices, such as those 
already used in conventional vehicles. The X8068 SL can 
also be used for many other applications beyond the exam-
ples given above, whether as part of a final assembly 
line or in another automated production process.

As with other Viscom machines, the X8068 SL is designed for 
state-of-the-art communication and data transmission. In 

addition to connection to the manufacturing execution system 
(MES), Viscom Quality Uplink enables very effective network-

ing and process optimization. Moreover, Viscom’s SPC software 
enables the ideal implementation of statistical process control.

Inspection results are verified 
quickly and reliably

Optimal handling of power 
modules in workpiece carriers

The X8068 SL is also ideal 
for the final inspection of 
various products already 
installed in a housing
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Technical Specifications
X8068 SL

X-ray technology

 X-ray tube  Open microfocus transmission tube Viscom XT9160 T-ED 
  (other X-ray tubes available upon request)
 High voltage  20 - 160 kV 
 Tube current 5 - 1000 µA
 Target power  Max. 40 W
 Geometric magnification > 2500 times
 Proven resolution < 4 µm 
 (at 90 kV/80 µA)
 Image converter diagonal  7.3" or 11.0" FPD, 14 Bit
 X-ray cabinet    Designed to meet requirements for fully protected devices in accor-

dance with German Radiation Protection Act (StrlSchG), German 
Radiation Protection Ordinance (StrlSchV), CE mark and additional 
international standards for worldwide use.  
Radiation leakage rate < 1 µSv/h

Software

 User interface Viscom XMC / Viscom SI optional
 Available software packages  BGA analysis software 

QFN analysis software 
THT analysis software 
ACA analysis software (surface analysis) 
 
XVR-CT software (planar) 
Verification station Viscom HARAN

System computer

 Operating system  Windows®

 Monitor  High-resolution 24" LCD display for special depiction of grayscale  
  values in the SMT and electronics sectors (DICOM Standard)

Inspection object handling

 Manipulator  5 axes with inspection object table
 Horizontal x/y-axis  Travel range: 720 mm x 1000 mm (28.3" x 39.4")
 Vertical z-axis  Travel range: 320 mm (12.6")
 Detector axis 0° - 60° pivoting
 Rotational axis n x 360°
 Inspection object size  Workpiece carrier 400 mm x 400 mm (15.7" x 15.7")* 
 (standard) 
 Inspection object weight Up to 15 kg (33 lbs)
 Sample change Automatic lateral infeed with workpiece carriers,  
  typical change time: 12 seconds
 Transport height  950 mm (37.4")*
 
Other system data

 Interfaces  SMEMA
 Power requirements 400 V (other voltages on request), 3P/N/PE, 50/60 Hz, 8 A,  
  compressed air max. 10 bar (working pressure 4 - 6 bar)
 System dimensions Approx. 2599 mm x 1937 mm x 2275 mm  
  (102.3" x 76.3" x 89.6") (W x H x D)
 Weight Approx. 4100 kg (9039 lbs) 

Dimensions in mm

Front view Side view Top view with transport system area

        

Please note that project-specific deviations of some technical specifications may occur.
*Other workpiece carrier sizes and transfer heights on request.


